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Maintain social distancing as required. If using 

shared equipment, please ensure hands are 

cleaned before and after the activity. Please 

make sure the obstacle course is safe and 

appropriate. 

KEEPING EVERYONE 
SAFE

• George & The Dragon Sequence Cards 

• Obstacles 

• George & The Dragon Video 

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

Learn about St George, the Patron Saint of England. Link to St 
George’s Day (23rd April). 

Start by asking the group what they know about the story of 
George and the Dragon. Let the group share their knowledge 
and then show them the video ‘George and the Dragon’ - 
https://vimeo.com/102942550. 

George and the Dragon Sequence George and the Dragon Sequence Relay: Split into two teams. Each 
team should have a set of obstacles and a set of cut up George and 
the Dragon sequence cards at the end of the obstacle course. On 
go, one person from each team should race through the obstacles, 
pick up one sequence card and return. Continue this, with each 
person taking turns to retrieve a card. The teams are racing to collect 
their cards and then correctly place the sequence cards in the right 
ordeorder. Which team can remember the order of the story the quickest? 

Take it Further: Add additional elements to your session such 
as theming the obstacle course around St George, completing 
a knight-based craft or re-enacting the story of George and the 
Dragon.

Virtual: Watch the video and then as a large group try to put the 
sequence cards in the correct order. 

GETTING INTO THE ACTIVITY

GET LEARNING

15 MINUTES

PREPARATION
NEEDED

FACE-TO-FACE

VIRTUAL

ST GEORGE
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This is the correct order from left to right, so 
take a note or keep a copy for reference.

Cut out the squares and mix them up ready 
for the group to take on this activity.

GEORGE & THE DRAGON SEQUENCE CARDS


